
MDRA Chart of 2021 Introduced Legislation:  January 28, 2021 

The following bills of interest with potential impacts on the operation of deputy registrars have been 
introduced at the Minnesota Legislature and being monitored by MDRA.  Most bills begin with identical 
but separate introductions in the House and Senate initially.  These “companion” bills are indicated 
within the chart below with an asterix.  As each body considers their legislation, they may modify or 
“amend” a bill’s language in the process, and not always reflective of the other body’s actions. 

The introduced legislation below identifies it by “file number” (HF for House File and SF for Senate File) 
and chief author’s last name.  A brief description of its subject matter follows it.  Bills of particular 
interest are highlighted in yellow.  Each future update to this master list will be differentiated in blue. 

Current language of any bill in its entirety can be viewed online by visiting the House or Senate webpage 
at (www.house.mn or www.senate.mn) and clicking the “bill search and status” link.  Please contact 
MDRA if you have any questions with these listed bills or need guidance navigating the legislative 
webpages.  Thank you for your review and ongoing participation with our MDRA legislative advocacy! 

 

2021 House Bills introduced: 

Bill File # Author   Subject Matter 

HF 54  Elkins   Deputy Registrar MV and DL filing fee increases 
*SF 459  Jasinski   Companion bill in the Senate 
 
HF 95  Lislegard  Technical changes to plate transfers 
*SF 52  Tomassoni  Companion bill in the Senate  
 
HF 103  Davnie   Repeals insulin treatment notification to DPS regarding one’s DL 
*SF 427  Torres-Ray  Companion bill to HF 103 in the Senate  
 
HF 183  Lillie   Specialty theme plate for “Legion of Merit” recipients 
*SF 125  Wiger   Companion bill in the Senate  
 
HF 205  Lucero   Creates pro-rate registration alternative for “unused” MV 
 
HF 211  Drazkowski  Mandates photo ID for voting purposes, no fee ID for indigent 
 
HF 240  Quam   Requires facial recognition review at DPS for all DL applications 
 
HF 243  Quam   Alternative fuel vehicles, modified tax with annual registration 
*SF 314  Senjem   Companion bill in the Senate 
 
HF 270  Elkins   Regulates automated personal delivery vehicles 
*SF 433  Jasinski   Companion bill in the Senate  
 
HF 272  Elkins   Creates a pilot project for deputy based self-service kiosks 

http://www.house.mn/
http://www.senate.mn/


 
HF 293  Gruenhagen  Mandates photo ID for voting purposes, voter ID card allowed 
*SF 173  Newman  Companion bill in the Senate   
  
HF 359  Hertaus   Creates a new “special interest vehicle” designation and plate 
 
HF 364  Koegel   Exempts paddleboards from DNR registration 
 
HF 381  Sundin   Modifies requirements to seek “veteran” designation on DL 
 
HF 387  Vang   Repeals most DNR turtle hunting licenses 
 
HF 391  Koznick   Allows 3rd party behind the wheel road tests for DL 
*SF 276  Housley   Companion bill in the Senate 
 
HF 510  Lislegard  Repeals DL denial based on a diagnosis of diabetes mellitus 
*SF 454  Tomassoni  Companion bill in the Senate  
 
HF 523  Elkins   Alternate fuel tax for all-electric vehicle annual registrations 
 
 
 
 
 

2021 Senate Bills introduced:  
 

Bill File # Author   Subject Matter 
 
SF 05  Newman  Photo ID required for voting purposes, voting ID card created 
 
SF 52  Tomassoni  Technical changes to plate transfers 
*HF 95  Lislegard  Companion bill in the House  
 
SF 125  Wiger   Specialty theme plate for “Legion of Merit” recipients 
*HF 183 Lillie   Companion bill in the House   
 
SF 152  Kiffmeyer  Raises motorcycle DL endorsement fee, dedicated to m/c safety 
 
SF 173  Newman  Mandates photo ID for voting purposes, voter ID card allowed 
*HF 293 Gruenhagen  Companion bill in the House 
 
SF 212  Abeler   Specialty theme plate for “Choose Life” 
 
SF 276  Housley   Allows 3rd party behind the wheel road tests for DL 
*HF 391 Koznick   Companion bill in the House 
 
SF 290  Jasinski   Specialty theme plate for “C-130 Air Ready Reserve” 



 
SF 314  Senjem   Alternative fuel vehicles, modified tax with annual registration 
*HF 243 Quam   Companion bill in the House  
 
SF 352  Dahms   Specialty theme plate for “Minnesota Agriculture” 
 
SF 358  Mathews  Conforms motorcycle reg. tax to MV minimum reg. tax renewals 
 
SF 399  Champion  “Not for Voting” designation on temp. lawful status cardholders 
 
SF 400  Champion  “Driving card” created for any unable to prove lawful presence 
 
SF 427  Torres-Ray  Repeals insulin treatment notification to DPS regarding one’s DL 
*HF 103 Davnie   Companion bill in the House  
 
SF 433  Jasinski   Regulates automated personal delivery vehicles 
*HF 270 Elkins   Companion bill in the House  
 
SF 454  Tomassoni  Repeals DL denial based on a diagnosis of diabetes mellitus 
*HF 510 Lislegard  Companion bill in the House 
 
SF 459  Jasinski   Deputy registrar MV and DL filing fee increases 
*HF 54  Elkins   Companion bill in the House 
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